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In this paper, we consider the conservative system
x q a t x2 nq1 q e t , x s 0, n G 1, .  .È
 .  .where a t is a continuous and 1-periodic function in the time t. e t, x is also
1-periodic in the time t and dominated by the power x2 nq2 in a neighborhood of
x s 0. A sufficient and necessary condition for the stability in the Liapunov sense
of the trivial solution x s 0 is given. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are concerned with the stability of the trivial solution
x s 0 of the differential equation
x q a t x 2 nq1 q e t , x s 0, n G 1, 1.1 .  .  .È
 .  .where a t is continuous and 1-periodic function in the time t, e t, x is
also 1-periodic in the time t and dominated by the power x 2 nq2 in a
neighborhood of x s 0.
 .  .When n s 0 and e t, x s 0, 1.1 becomes the classical Hill's equation
x q a t x s 0. 1.2 .  .È
Since Liapunov's time, many authors have studied the stability of the
 .trivial solution x s 0 of 1.2 in the Liapunov sense. Some results can be
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w x  .found in 1, 3 . For example, the equilibrium of 1.2 is stable under the
condition
1
min a t ) 0, a t dt - 4. .  .H
t 0
 .  .The origin of the phase plane x, x of 1.2 is a fixed point of theÇ
 .corresponding Poincare mapping of 1.2 . The stability of the equilibriumÂ
 .of 1.2 is equivalent to the stability of the fixed point of the mapping.
 .Because Eq. 1.2 is conservative, the Poincare mapping is a symplecticÂ
diffeomorphism. The stability of the fixed point of such a mapping is
closely related to the position in the plane of the eigenvalues l , l of the1 2
< <mapping. When l s 1, and l / "1, the fixed point is stable in thej j
Liapunov sense.
w xRecently, R. Ortega in 5 studied the equation
x q c t x q a t x 2 nq1 q e t , x s 0, n G 1, 1.3 .  .  .  .È
 .  .where c t and a t are continuous and 1-periodic functions in the time t.
Using the Moser twist theorem, he proved that the equilibrium is stable if
 .i The equilibrium point of the equation
x q c t x s 0, .È
is stable;
 .  .  .ii a t G 0 or a t F 0.
Using the Moser twist theorem and the Poincare]Birkhoff fixed pointÂ
theorem, we prove the following theorem in this paper.
1  .  .THEOREM. If H a t dt / 0, then the tri¨ ial solution x s 0 of Eq. 1.1 is0
1  . 1  .stable if and only if H a t dt ) 0. Moreo¨er, if H a t dt ) 0 there are at0 0
 .least two subharmonic solutions of 1.3 with minimal period k for e¨ery
 .sufficiently large k g N in a neighborhood of the equilibrium of 1.1 .
Remark. In contrast to Ortega's result, we do not need the stability of
 .the trivial solution of the corresponding linearization of Eq. 1.1 . In fact,
 .the corresponding linearization equation of 1.1 is x s 0. Obviously, itsÈ
trivial solution x s 0 is not stable.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we
introduce action-angle variables and prove the stability of the trivial
 . 1  .solution x s 0 of Eq. 1.1 when H a t dt ) 0. In Section 3, we prove that0
1  .  .if H a t dt - 0, then the trivial solution x s 0 of 1.1 is not stable. We0
 .will discuss the stability of the trivial solution x s 0 of Eq. 1.1 when
1  .H a t dt s 0 in the last section.0
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2. ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES AND THE PROOF OF
THE STABILITY
In this section, based on the theory of stability of fixed points of
area-preserving mappings in the plane, we prove that in every small
  .  ..  .neighborhood of the trivial solution x t , x t s 0, 0 , there are invariantÇ
 .  .curves of the Poincare mapping of 1.1 if the average value of a t isÂ
 .  .positive. These curves are around the origin 0, 0 in the x, x -plane whichÇ
yield the stability of the trivial solution x s 0.
1  .  .  . 1  .Let c s H a t dt ) 0, a t s c q b t . Then, H b t dt s 0.0 0
Consider the auxiliary equation
x q c ? x 2 nq1 s 0, 2.1 .È
which is equivalent to the system
x s yy , y s c ? x 2 nq1. 2.2 .Ç Ç
 .The system 2.2 is a Hamiltonian system
­ h ­ h
x s y , y s , 2.3 .Ç Ç
­ y ­ x
with the Hamiltonian
1 1
2 2 nq2h x , y s y q c ? x . 2.4 .  .
2 2n q 2
2  .  .Clearly h ) 0 on R except at the only equilibrium point x, y s 0, 0
 .where h s 0. All the solutions of 2.2 are periodic, the periods tending to
zero as h s H tends to infinity.0
  .  ..  .Let C t , S t be the solution of the system 2.2 satisfying the initial
  .  ..  .condition: C 0 , S 0 s 1, 0 . Let T be its minimal period. We have0
11
0 - T s 4 dx - q`H0 2 nq20 ’ cr n q 1 1 y x .  . .
and these analytic functions satisfy
 .   .  ..   .  ..   .  ..i C yt , S yt s C t , yS t and C t q T , S t q T s0 0
  .  ..C t , S t .
 .  . 2 .   .. 2 nq2 .  .ii 1r2 S t q cr 2n q 2 C t s cr 2n q 2 , ; t g R.
 .  .  . 2 nq1iii drdt C s yS, drdt S s c ? C .
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 .In the following, we introduce action-angle variables r, u . Define a
q 1 2  .  .transformation F : R = S ª R , r, u ¬ x, y ,
F : x s car aC u T , y s c br bS u T , 2.5 .  .  .1 0 1 0
 . 1 1where a s 1r n q 2 , b s 1 y a , c s 1rcaT , and S s R rZ. One1 0
can easily verify that the transformation F is a symplectic diffeomorphism
q 1 2  4from R = S to R y 0 . In fact,
­ x , y .
aqb aqby1 2 nq2s aT c r c ? C u T .0 1 0­ r , u .
q b T caqbr aqby1S2 u T .0 1 0
s aT c ? c ? C 2 nq2 u T q n q 1 S2 u T .  .  . .0 1 0 0
s 1.
 .Under this transformation, the system 2.3 is transformed into the simpler
form
­ h ­ h0 0 2 by1Çr s y s 0, u s s 2 db ? r , 2.6 .Ç
­u ­r
 . 2 b 2 b  .where h r, u , t s d ? r and d s c ? c r 2n q 2 .0 1
 .Equation 1.1 is equivalent to the system
­ H ­ H
x s y , y s , 2.7 .Ç Ç
­ y ­ x
where
1 1 b t .
2 2 nq2 2 nq2H x , y , t s y q c ? x q x q E t , x , .  .
2 2n q 2 2n q 2
 . x  .with E t, x s H e t, s ds.0
 .Under the canonical transformation F, the system 2.7 is transformed
into a more complicated form
­ h ­ hÇr s y , u s , 2.8 .Ç
­u ­r
where
h r , u , t s d ? r 2 b q b t r 2 bC 2 nq2 u T q E t , r , u , .  .  .  .1 0 1
 .  2 b  ..  .  .  a a  ..with b t s c r 2n q 2 b t and E t, r, u s E t, c r C u T .1 1 1 1 0
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 .We introduce a space of functions, denoted by P r .
1  4DEFINITION 2.1. For a given constant r g R , and L s 0 - l F l ,0
 .  . ` 1.  . 2f l, u g P r if f g C L = S and, for all m s m , m g Z , we1 2 q
have
m1yr < m <sup l ­ f l, u - `, . .
10-lFl , ugSm
where l are positive constants and ­ m s ­ m1­ m2.m l u
 .We give some basic properties of the space P r .
LEMMA 2.1. The following conclusions hold:
 .  .  .i if r - r , then P r ; P r ;1 2 2 1
 .  .  j.  .ii if f g P r , then ­ f g P r y j ;l
 .  .  .  .iii if f g P r and f g P r , then f ? f g P r q r ;1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 .  . <  . < riv if f g P r satisfying f l, ? G c l for 0 - l F l , then0 0
 .1rf g P yr .
 .  .Remark. The space P r defined here is similar to the space F r
w xintroduced by R. Dieckerhoff and E. Zehnder in 2 .
 .  .  .Proof. The properties of i , ii , and iii are readily verified from the
 .definition. We now show iv .
 . ` 1. r < <Because f g P r , so f g C L = S . Let g s 1rf. Then l ? g F
1rc , i.e.,0
m1qr < m <sup l ­ g - `,
1lFl , ugS0
< <holds for m s m q m s 0.1 2
Inductively assuming that the estimates
m1qr < m < < <sup l ­ g - `, for m F n y 1
1lFl , ugS0
< <hold, we will prove the estimate for m s n G 1.
m . < <Since f ? g s 1, then ­ f ? g s 0 for m s n G 1; that is,
m m9 m0f ? ­ g q c m9, m0 ­ f ? ­ g s 0, .
< <m9qm0 sm , m9 G1
 .where c m9, m0 are positive constants. It follows that
m m9 m0< < < < < < < <f ? ­ g F C ­ f ? ­ g .
< <m9qm0 sm , m9 G1
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Then
C
r m m9 m0< < < < < <l ? ­ g F ­ f ? ­ g .c0 < <m9qm0 sm , m9 G1
Hence, we have
C X Ym qr m m yr m9 m qr m01 1 1< < < < < <l ? ­ g F l ­ f ? l ­ g .c0 < <m9qm0 sm , m9 G1
mY1qr < m0 <  < < .which together with the estimates l ? ­ g - ` for m0 F n y 1
yields
m1qr < m <l ? ­ g - `,
i.e.,
m1qr < m <sup l ? ­ g - `.
1lFl , ugS0
 .Hence, g g P yr .
 .Now we define a time-dependent canonical transformation C : l, f ¬
 .r, u as
­ f ­ f
r s l q , f s u q , 2.9 .
­u ­l
 .where the function f l, u , t will be determined later. Under this transfor-
 .mation, the system 2.8 is transformed into another Hamiltonian system
with Hamiltonian
2 b 2 b­ f ­ f
2 nq2Äh s d ? l q q b t l q C u T .  .1 0 /  /­u ­u
­ f ­ f
q E t , l q , u q .1  /­u ­ t
1  .Because H b t dt s 0, we can define the function f :0 1
t2 b 2 nq2f l, u , t s yl C u T ? b s ds. .  .  .H0 1
0
Then the transformation F can be written in the form
F : r s l q g t , l, f , u s f q g t , l, f , .  .1 2
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 < < 2 b .  < < 2 by1.where g s O l and g s O l . This transformation is a diffeo-1 2
morphism on the cylinder
A s l, f N 0 - l F l , f g S1 , . 4l 00
 . 14and a homeomorphism on l, f N l G 0, f g S . If l is sufficiently0
small, we have
A ; F A ; A . .l r2 l 2 l0 0 0
The transformed Hamiltonian is of the form
Ä 2 bh s d ? l q R t , l, f , 2.10 .  .1
where
2 by1­ f ­ f1
R s 2b ? d ? l q t ? dtH1  /­u ­u0
2 by1­ f ­ f12 nq2q 2b ? b t S u T ? l q t ? dt q E . 2.11 .  .  .H1 0 1 /­u ­u0
 .From the definition of f , we have f g P 2b . Similar to the proof of
w x  .  .  .Lemma 2 in 2 , one can prove that g ?, ? , t g P 2b and g ?, ? , t g1 2
 .P 2b y 1 . Hence
2 by1­ f ­ f1
2b ? d ? l q t ? dt g P 4b y 1 .H  /­u ­u0
2 by1­ f ­ f12 nq22b ? b t S u T ? l q t ? dt g P 4b y 1 , .  .  .H1 0  /­u ­u0
 < < 2 b .  .  .and E s o l . Note that 2b s 2n q 2 r n q 2 ) 1. We have1
< < 2 bR s o l . .1
 .Under the transformation F, the transformed system of the system 2.8 is
of the form
Ä­ h 2 bÇ < <l s y s o l .
­f
2.12 .
Ä­ h 2 b2 by1Ç < <f s s 2 db ? l q o l . .
­l
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 .Hence, one verifies easily that the solutions of 2.12 do exist for 0 F t F 2
 .if the initial value l 0 s l is sufficiently small.
We are now in a position to prove the stability of the trivial solution
 .x s 0 of 1.1 .
1  .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that H a t dt s c ) 0. Then, the tri¨ ial solu-0
 .tion x s 0 of 1.1 is stable in the sense of Liapuno¨ . Moreo¨er, there is at
 .least two subharmonic solutions of 1.1 with minimal period k for e¨ery
 .sufficiently large k g N in a neighborhood of the equilibrium of 1.1 .
In order to prove this proposition, the following celebrated Moser's twist
theorem is to be used.
 .LEMMA 2.2 Moser's Twist Theorem . Consider a mapping
R s R q e s f R , u , e , .1M : 2.13 .e r su s u q e g R q e g R , u , e , .  .1
 .where 0 F r - s , 0 F u F 1, 1 F R F 2. Suppose g 9 R / 0 and M hase
 4the intersection property on the annulus 0 F u F 1, 1 F R F 2 . The func-
tions f and g are assumed to be sufficiently often differentiable and 1-periodic
in u . Then for sufficiently small e there exists an in¨ariant closed cur¨ e G
 r  .surrounding R s 1. More precisely, gi¨ en any number v g a q e g 1 , a q
r  ..e g 2 satisfying the inequalities
p y5r2r < <v y G ce q
q
for all integers p and q / 0, there exists a differentiable closed cur¨ e G
R s F f , e .
u s f q G f , e .
with F and G of period 1 in f, which is in¨ariant under the mapping Me
pro¨ided e is sufficiently small. The image point of a point on G is obtained by
replacing f by f q v.
The mapping M has the intersection property on the annulus providede
that if C is a closed curve surrounding R s 1, then
C l M C / B. .e
Proof of Proposition 2.1. First, we show the stability of the trivial
 .solution x s 0 of 1.1 .
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In order to prove the trivial solution x s 0 is stable, it is enough to
 .prove that there are invariant curves of the Poincare mapping of Eq. 1.1Â
in every small neighborhood of the solution x s 0. That is equivalent to
 .proving that there exist invariant curves of the Poincare mapping of 2.12Â
for l < 1.
 .From Eq. 2.12 , one verifies easily that the solutions do exist for
 .0 F t F 2, if the initial value l 0 s l is sufficiently small. Moreover, we
 .can prove that the Poincare mapping P of 2.12 is of the formÂ
< < 2 bl s l q o l , .1
P : 2.14 .2 b2 by1 < <f s f q 2bd ? l q o l . .1
 .Replacing l by e r 1 F r F 2 , the Poincare mapping P becomesÂ
r s r q o e 2 by1 , .1M : 2.15 .2 by1 2 by1 2 by1f s f q e ? 2bd ? r q o e . .1
 .Because Eq. 1.1 is conservative and the transformations F and C are
symplectic, the Poincare mapping P is area-preserving. From the MoserÂ
twist theorem, it follows that there is an invariant curve G , under thee
mapping M, surrounding r s 1 if e is sufficiently small. This means that
Ä .the Poincare mapping P of the system 2.12 has an invariant curve GÂ e
surrounding l s e and in the annulus e - l - 2e , which implies the
 .stability of the trivial solution x s 0 of Eq. 1.1 .
We next prove the existence of subharmonic solutions.
Consider the annulus A bounded by two invariant curves of P with
rotation numbers v - v . We map this annulus A onto another annulus1 2
 . 4A s j , h N 0 F h F 1, j mod 1 . If c are the embeddings of the invari-0 j
ant curves having rotation numbers v , we define the map x : A ª A byj 0
x : j , h ¬ hc j q 1 y h c j , j . .  .  .  . .1 2
From Lemma 2.1, x is a diffeomorphism. The induced map G [
xy1 (P( x , expressed by
G : j s f j , h , h s g j , h , .  .1 1
 .  .  .  .satisfies f j q 1, h s f j , h and g j q 1, h s g j , h . It leaves the
boundaries h s 0 and h s 1 invariant and
f j , 0 s j q v , f j , 1 s j q v . .  .2 1
 .  .Define the map t : A ª A by t j , h s j q 1, h . To find periodic0 0
points of minimal period q of G, for sufficiently large q, we let q s0
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 .2  .1r v y v . For q G q , choose an integer p g qv , qv such that p2 1 0 1 2
and q are relatively prime. The mapping G [ typ (Gq on A , expressedq 0
by
G : j s f j , h , h s g j , h , .  .q 1 q 1 q
satisfies
f j , 1 y j s yp q qv - 0 - yp q qv s f j , 0 y j . .  .q 1 2 q
By the Poincare geometric theorem, we conclude that G possesses atÂ q
least two fixed points in A . Every such point corresponds to a periodic0
point of G, hence of P, with minimal period q. The proof of the
proposition is completed.
 .3. THE INSTABILITY OF EQUATION 1.1
1  .In this section, we prove that if H a t dt s yc - 0, then the trivial0
 .  .  . 1  .solution x s 0 of 1.1 is not stable. Let b t s c q a t . Then H b t dt s0
 .0. Equation 1.1 is equivalent to the Hamiltonian system
­ H ­ H
x s y , y s , 3.1 .Ç Ç
­ y ­ x
where
1 c b t .
2 2 nq2 2 nq2H t , x , y s y y x q x q E t , x . 3.2 .  .  .
2 2n q 2 2n q 2
 .In order to prove the instability of the equilibrium point 0, 0 of the
 .system 3.1 , the following result will be used.
2  . 2LEMMA 3.1. Let F : V ; R ª F V ; R be an area-preser¨ ing homeo-
morphism defined in an open neighborhood of the origin and such that
 .  .F 0, 0 s 0, 0 . Assume that there exist positi¨ e constants ¨ , d with ¨ - 1
such that
F K l D ; K , 3.3 . .¨ d ¨
 .  . 2 < < 4where K s x, y s r cos 2pu , r sin 2pu g R : u - ¨ and D s¨ d
 . 2 2 2 24  .x, y g R : x q y - d . Then the fixed point 0, 0 of F is not stable.
Remark. If the set K and D are replaced by¨ d
K s x , y s car aC u T , c br bS u T g R2 : .  .  .  .1¨ 1 0 1 0
< < w xu y u - ¨ , for some u g 0, 1 41 1
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and
D s x , y s car aC u T , c br bS u T g R2 : r - d , .  .  . 4 .1d 1 0 1 0
respectively, the statement of Lemma 3.1 is also valid.
 .Proof. By way of contradiction we assume that 0, 0 is stable. From a
w xclassical result 7, p. 183 , it follows that there exists an invariant open set
 .  .V of F with 0, 0 g V ; D . The assumption 3.3 and the invariance1 1 d
2 . of V imply that F K l V ; K l V ; K l V . Hence, F K l1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨
.  .  .V ; F K l V . Because F is a homeomorphism, F K l V is a1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1
2  .closed set in R and K l V is not. Hence, F K l V / K l V .¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1
Ä Äw  .. x  .  .  .Let V s K y 0, 0 l V y F K l V . Then F V ; F K l V¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1
Äand V is open. Moreover, it has positive measure and
Ä j ÄV l F V s B, for any j g N. .
But from the Poincare recurrence theorem, we haveÂ
Ä i Ä  4V l F V / B, for some i g Z _ 0 . .
Ä i Ä .Suppose that z g V l F V . It is easy to prove that
yi Ä yi ÄF z g V l F V , .  .
< i <Ä  .this means that V l F K l V / B which yields a contradiction.¨ 1
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that a t s yc q b t with c ) 0 and
1  .  .H b t dt s 0. Then the equilibrium point 0, 0 is not stable.0
q 1 2  .  .Proof. Define a transformation F : R = S ª R , r, u ¬ x, y ,
F : x s car aC u T , y s c br bS u T , 3.4 .  .  .1 0 1 0
 .where a s 1r n q 2 , b s 1 y a , and c s 1rcaT .1 0
 .Under the canonical transformation F, the system 3.1 is transformed
into
­ h ­ hÇr s y , u s , 3.5 .Ç
­u ­r
where
c
2 b 2 b 2 2 b 2 nq2h r , u , t s r c S u T y q b t r C u T .  .  .  .1 0 1 0 /2n q 2
q E t , r , u , .1
 .  2 b  ..  .  .  a a  ..with b t s c r 2n q 2 b t and E t, r, u s E t, c r C u T .1 1 1 1 0
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 .  .Now we define a canonical transformation C : l, f ¬ r, u as
­ f ­ f
r s l q , f s u q , 3.6 .
­u ­l
where
t2 b 2 nq2f l, u , t s yl S u T ? b s ds. .  .  .H0 1
0
The transformed Hamiltonian is of the form
c
2 b 2 2 bÄh s c S u T y l q R t , l, f , 3.7 .  .  .1 0 1 /2n q 2
where
2 by1­ f ­ f1
R s 2b ? l q t ? dtH1  /­u ­u0
2 by1­ f ­ f12 nq2q 2b ? b t S u T ? l q t ? dt q E . 3.8 .  .  .H1 0 1 /­u ­u0
 . 2 b  2 .  ..Let c f s c S fT y cr 2n q 2 . Then1 0
Ä 2 bh s c f ? l q R t , l, f , 3.9 .  .  .
< <  < < 2 b .where R s o l as l ª 0.
 . 2 .   .. 2 nq2 .  .From the equality 1r2 S t q cr 2n q 2 C t s cr 2n q 2 ,
2 .  .; t g R, it follows that 0 F S fT F cr n q 1 . Hence the function0
 .c f is real analytic, 1-periodic, and changes its sign. Consequently there
w x  .  .exist f* g 0, 1 and 0 - ¨ - 1 such that c f* s 0 and c 9 f s 2T ?0
2 b  . 2 nq1 . < <  .c S fT C fT - 0 if f y f* F ¨ . In fact, from Eq. 2.2 , we1 0 0
have
c
S 0 s S T r2 s 0, S T r4 s yS 3T r4 s , .  .  .  . (0 0 0 n q 1
C 0 s yC T r2 s 1, C T r4 s C 3T r4 s 0, .  .  .  .0 0 0
and
S t ) 0, 0 - t - T r2 and S t - 0, T r2 - t - T .  .0 0 0
C t ) 0, yT r4 - t - T r4 and C t - 0, T r4 - t - 3T r4. .  .0 0 0 0
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1 1 .  .Hence, we can choose that f* g , and ¨ ) 0 such that c f* s 04 2
1 1 < < 4  .and f : f y f* F ¨ ; , . From the definitions of ¨ and f*, it4 2
 .  .  . follows that c f ) 0, ;f g f* y ¨ , f* and c f - 0, ;f g f*,
.f* q ¨ .
 .The system 3.6 can be written in the form
Ç 2 b 2 b Ç 2 by1 2 by1< < < <l s yl c 9 f q o l , f s 2b ? l c f q o l . .  . .  .
3.10 .
 .Hence, there is a d < 1 such that the solutions of 3.10 do exist for
 .0 F t F 2 if the initial value l 0 s l F d .
 .  a a  . b b  .. 2 < < 4Let K s x, y s c r C fT , c r S fT g R : f y f* - ¨ .¨ 1 0 1 0
Then the set K is positively invariant with respect to the PoincareÂ¨
 .  .mapping of 3.10 if l < 1. In fact, from the system 3.10 , one can verify
 .easily that the Poincare mapping of 3.10 is of the formÂ
l s l y l2 bc 9 f q f l, f , .  .1P : 3.11 .1 2 by1f s f q 2b ? l c f q g l, f , .  .1
< <  < < 2 b . < <  < < 2 by1.where f s o l and g s o l .
Consider the metric of the group RrZ given by
5 5 < <f s inf f q p : p g Z , f s f q Z, f g R. 4
Then we have
¨ 2 by12 by15 5 5 5 < <f y f* F max , f y f* y 2mbl q o l , .1 2
<  . <where m s min c f . Hence, if l F d sufficiently small, we¨ r2 F <fyf* < F ¨
5 5have f y f* - ¨ which yields that1
P K l D ; K . .1 ¨ d ¨
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Combining Propositions 2.1 and 3.1, we obtain the statement of the
theorem in the Introduction.
4. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
In the above sections, we have studied the stability of the trivial solution
 .x s 0 of the differential equation 1.1 under the condition
1
a t dt / 0. .H
0
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Now, we discuss the same problem when
1
a t dt s 0. .H
0
1  .Obviously, when H a t dt s 0, the stability of the trivial solution of0
 .1.1 should depend on higher order terms. In the following, we consider
the differential equation of the form
u q f t , u q b t u2 nq1 q e t , u s 0, n G 1, 4.1 .  .  .  .È
 .  .  .where b t is 1-periodic in t, f t, u , e t, u are also 1-periodic in t and real
analytic in u in some neighborhood of u s 0. Moreover, we assume
1
b t dt / 0, 4.2 .  .H
0
1 nq1< < < <f t , u dt s 0, f t , u s o u , 4.3 .  .  . .H
0
and
< < < < 2 nq1e t , u s o u . 4.4 .  . .
Similar to the proof of the Theorem 1 in the Introduction, we have
THEOREM 2. Under the abo¨e assumptions, the tri¨ ial solution u s 0 of
 .the differential equation 4.1 is stable if and only if
1
b t dt ) 0. .H
0
 .  .Because in the differential equation 4.1 , the function f t, u may
contain lower order terms unq2 and n q 2 - 2n q 1 if n ) 1, we cannot
use the proof of Theorem 1 directly. In order to prove the statement of
 .Theorem 2, we transform Eq. 4.1 into a new one in which the order of
the lowest term is 2n q 1 in some sense.
 .Introducing ¨ s u, Eq. 4.1 is equivalent toÇ
u s ¨ , ¨ s yb t u2 nq1 y f t , u y e t , u . 4.5 .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .The system 4.5 is a Hamiltonian system
­ H ­ H
u s , ¨ s y , 4.6 .Ç Ç
­ ¨ ­ u
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with Hamiltonian
1 1
2 2 nq2H u , ¨ , t s ¨ q b t u q F t , u q E t , u , 4.7 .  .  .  .  .
2 2n q 2
 . u  .  . u  .where F t, u s H f t, s ds and E t, u s H e t, s ds.0 0
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. There is a canonical transformation F : u, ¨ ¬ x, y such
 .that under this transformation, the system 4.5 is transformed into the form
­ H ­ H1 1
x s , y s y , 4.8 .Ç Ç
­ y ­ x
where
1 1
2 2 nq2H x , y , t s y q b t x q F x , y , t q E x , y , t , .  .  .  .1 1 12 2n q 2
4.9 .
with
t
F x , y , t s yy f s, u ds, .  .H1
0 4.10 .
nq12 2E x , y , t s o x q y . .  . /1
 .  .Proof. The time-dependent transformation F : u, ¨ ¬ x, y is de-
 .fined by a generating function S u, t
­S
¨ s y q , x s u.
­ u
 .The function S u, t will be determined later. Under this transformation
 .F, the Hamiltonian system 4.8 is transformed into the form
­ H ­ H1 1
x s , y s y ,Ç Ç
­ y ­ x
where
­S
H x , y , t s H u , ¨ , t q . 4.11 .  .  .1 ­ t
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1  . 1 u  .Because of H F t, u dt s H H f t, u du dt s 0, we choose the gener-0 0 0
 . t  .ating function S u, t s yH F s, u ds. Then, S is 1-periodic in t. By0
 .4.11 , we have
1 t2H x , y , t s y y y ? f s, x dt .  .H1 2 0
2 1t 2 nq2q f s, x ds q b t x q E t , x . .  .  .H / 2n q 20
Let
t
F x , y , t s yy ? f s, x ds, .  .H1
0
2
t
E x , y , t s f s, x ds q E t , x . .  .  .H1  /0
From the assumptions of the lemma, we have
nq12 2E x , y , t s o x q y . .  . /1
The proof is completed.
 .Proof of Theorem 2. Now, we consider the Hamiltonian system 4.8
 . < 1  . <with Hamiltonian 4.9 . Let c s H b t dt ) 0. Similar to the discussions0
 .in the above sections, we introduce the action-angle variable r, u by
 .  .2.5 , then the Hamiltonian system 4.8 can be written in the form
Ã Ã­ H ­ HÇr s y , u s ,Ç
­u ­r
where
1 1
2 2 nq2 2 bÃH r , u , t s d ? S u T q b t C u T r .  .  .  .0 0 /2 2n q 2
q F r , u , t E r , u , t , .  .2 2
with
F r , u , t s F car aC u T , t , .  . .2 1 1 0
E r , u , t s E car aC u T , t . .  . .2 1 1 0
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 .From 4.10 , we have
< < bqnq1.a 2 bF r , u , t s o r s o r .  .  .2
and
< < 2 nq2.a 2 bE r , u , t s o r s o r . .  .  .2
The rest of the proof is the same as in Sections 2 and 3, so we omit it.
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